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Letter to the Editor

RE: Secret Ties to Industry and Conﬂicting
Interests in Cancer Research
To the Editor:
In an opinion article labeled as ‘‘review’’, Hardell and
colleagues accuse us and others of ‘‘secret ties to the
industry’’ [Hardell et al., 2006]. With respect to organochlorines in general and dioxin in particular, we have
contributed to three peer-reviewed publications [Adami
et al., 1995; Ahlborg et al., 1995; Cole et al., 2003], and in
all of them support by the industry is acknowledged
explicitly. Interestingly, Hardell and colleagues do not
quote any of these publications. Instead, they quote a
report of ours that was commissioned by Exponent (as is
also clearly acknowledged) for submission to the Environmental Protection Agency and other competent bodies
[Adami et al., 2000] and summary presentations to a
conference based on this report.
Our conclusion, that a link between organochlorines,
notably DDT, and hormone-dependent cancers in
women is highly unlikely, has been subsequently supported by large investigations [Laden et al., 2001]. We also
stand by our conclusion that the principal dioxin (TCDD)
at low levels is not carcinogenic to human beings and that
it may not be carcinogenic even at the higher levels to
which humans have been exposed [Adami et al., 2000;
Cole et al., 2003].
Labeling exposures as carcinogenic even if the
relevant human evidence indicates otherwise does not
serve society. The argument usually advanced by those
who believe that they are the guardians of the common
good, is that no harm and conceivably some good may
stem from their actions. But this is not the case. Every time
a compound is identiﬁed as a human carcinogen without
adequate evidence in humans, scientiﬁc attention is
shifted away from the true culprit(s) and preventive
actions are misdirected. This is particularly true for
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compounds such as dioxin, which are regulated anyway
on account of their toxicities.
In the past, we and others have criticized Hardell for
the scientiﬁc quality of his work. With respect to
motivation and potential conﬂicts of interest, we hope
that he has been as clear as we have. Ultimately, however,
the central issue is whether one’s scientiﬁc opinion is
correct or not and this is answered by critical scrutiny of
the data. By shifting attention from the substance of the
issue, Hardell and colleagues are taking it out of the realm
of science.
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